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1. INTRODUCTION 

The introduction of concrete in the country induced creativity and challenged architects and 

engineers to build more and better. That led to a rise in the number of buildings in the country. 

However, when entering the XXI century, investment drastically decreased provoking a crisis in 

the sector, which led numerous organizations to bankruptcy. 

Following the study of Campos [1], today the level of development of a country can be measured 

by its constructions regarding Engineering and Architecture. The construction sector acts as a 

search engine of the national and international economy, sustaining and driving the economy of 

a lot of countries. We can, therefore, extrapolate that there is a direct correlation between the 

quality of life and the amount of private and public constructions happening in a certain country. 

However, in an ever more globalized and competitive environment. It is essential for companies 

to adapt and adopt new and more efficient management processes, in order to reduce costs and 

improve productivity and quality, not only regarding results but mainly processes managements.  

Companies now have the challenge of having to produce more with less resources and in a faster 

and more efficient way. With that on mind, construction researches started questioning the use 

of lean philosophy in the construction sector. Later on, Lean Construction rises in an article called 

“Application of the new philosophy to construction” by Lauri Koskela, in 1992. The article intends 

to implant lean thinking into civil engineers by challenging them to break conventional 

management and to bring new original technical ways of construction management by eliminating 

waste, by evaluating the meaning of value for the client and create a continuous cycle of activities. 

The discussion of lean construction has been applied in various sectors, more recently reported 

on construction sites. Therefore, this thesis leans on a study of implementing construction lean 

tools in a concrete factory. 
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2. LEAN PRODUCTION 

The Lean concept that we have today comes from two different times and two different production 

systems, those being the Mass Production System and the Toyota Production System (TPS). 

The mass production was first implemented in the XX century, when Henry Ford created and 

developed the assembly line montage system in the FORD car company in the USA. Combining 

the division of labor and the high standardization to obtain high volume of production and low 

costs. It was essentially the production in large scale of standardized products that targeted a 

large number of consumers. This paradigm became the standard of production and management 

in almost all industrialized countries throughout almost all of the XX century, and it was highly 

efficient when the market was high in demand [2], [3]. 

On the other hand, TPS is a system founded by Eiji Toyoda and Taiichi Ohno and origins in 

management practices and philosophies that run in the production and logistics of Toyota 

Company. However, only in 1973, due to petrol crises, the westernization of the TPS happens, 

which made the concept evolve to Lean Production [5], [6]. 

The Lean production is defined by a set of principles and concepts that have the goal of 

eliminating operations or processes that don’t deliver effective value to the client. The concept 

highlights and promotes ways of specifying value to the customer, improves the sequence of 

process flows, makes performance more efficient and eliminates waste in production. The 

techniques and principals applied in the TPS were meant to go through the negative aspects of 

the system, in such a way that it could obtain better results from the appliance of more efficient 

methodologies. Taiichi Ohno [7], one of the founders, defined the base of the system as the 

absolute removal of waste and the problems associated with it through two pillars: Just in Time 

Jidoka. As it’s possible to see through Figure 1, the stability of the processes is one of the 

requirements of the TPS. Only with stable processes can you standardize production in a way 

that it will be free of flaws – Jidoka pillar, in the right time and moment- Just in Time pillar. 

JUST-IN-TIME 
The right material at the right 
time and in the right amount 
 

• Planning according to 

takt time; 

• Continuous Flow; 

• Pull Flow Management; 

• Fast changes; 

JIDOKA 
Quantity at source. Make 
problems visible. 
 

• Stop and notify of 

abnormalities; 

• Separate human work 

and machine work; 

• Poka-Yoke; 

 

Highest Quality – Lowest Cost – Shortest Lead 
Time – Greater security – Greater Motivation 

TPS 

   HEIJUNKA                                Standardized Work                                 
KAIZEN1 

STABILITY 

Figure 1 - TPS House [8]. 
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In order of that, the Lean system introduces five baselines that are sequential, having the goal of 

doing more with less resources.  

1 – Identify Value: Defines values from the customers perspective and expresses values in terms 

of a specific product or service. 

2 – Map the Value Stream:  Map all the steps, value added, or non-value added, in order to 

identify and eliminate the last ones. 

3 – Create Flow: Align the steps in sequence to establish flow, from the start until the end, through 

the process. 

4 – Estabilish Pull: Implement a pull mechanism in order to do nothing by the upstream process 

until the downstream customer signals the need. 

5 – Seek Perfection: The complete elimination of waste, so all activities create value, through 

continuous improvement and optimization. 

In regard of waste is defined as a set of activities that result in increased cost ant time without 

adding value to the final product. Having waste as a central role in the entire Lean philosophy, 

Taiichi Ohno identifies seven types of waste that occur in a production process and should be 

reduced or even eliminated within organizations [2], [9]: 

1. Overproduction; 

2. Transportation; 

3. Over-processing; 

4. Defects; 

5. Motion; 

6. Inventory; 

7. Waiting. 

 

3. LEAN CONSTRUCTION 

Since 1990, lean construction emerges as the new concept oriented towards efficient construction 

management. The decline in profit margins and the increased competitiveness of the construction 

sector caused construction companies to look for new ways to eliminate waste and increase 

profits.  

Based on the principles of lean production, the concepts were mainly idealized by Koskela [10], 

Ballard [11] and Howell [12]. Since, the initial discussion of the possibility of applying lean 

philosophy in construction was launched by a research paper by Lauri Koskela in 1992 at Finland 

Technical Research Center. Since then, it has evolved with its own identity, following a singular 

path and slightly different, in order to achieve an improvement in productivity and good results, 

that is, value for the customer, as well as profit for the company. 
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A great difference between Lean in construction and Lean in manufacturing, from where it 

originates, lies in the way how work is handed out to the team. In manufacturing, it is released 

and heads to an assembly line based on the factory’s specifications. In construction it is released 

by an administrative act planning. This planning system is the first logical goal but must be 

considered also by logistics [12]. 

The Lean principles, concepts and tools developed for manufacturing were successively adapted 

to construction over time, starting with the work of Koskela [10] who enumerated the following 

eleven principles for the Lean Construction system: 

1. Reduce the share of nonvalue-adding activities. 

2. Improve the quality of the final product. 

3. Reduce variability. 

4. Reduce the time cycle. 

5. Simplify by minimizing the number of steps, parts and linkages. 

6. Increase flexibility. 

7. Increase process transparency. 

8. Focus on the global process. 

9. Build continuous improvement into the process. 

10. Balance flow improvement with conversion improvement. 

11. Benchmarking. 

All of the aspects above are important to the premise of continuous improvement. However, 

besides the wide literature about lean construction, the main obstacles identify of lean 

implementation projects are the lack of time, of training, of personal review and of elements 

necessary for a correct implementation.  

4. LEAN ON CONCRETE PRODUCTION FACTORY 

The first concrete factory in Portugal, happens in Lisbon, on 1965. As of known, the “golden years” 

of construction occurs in the XX century, in the country. Because of this growth scenario in 

construction, the management constructors gave priority to the activities speed over of a correct 

implant of the site construction. As a consequence of that, the implantation of equipment’s and 

machines were disposed as a necessity and according with the space available. In that order, the 

most relevant lean tools for this work are: 

5S – it is essential a methodology to achieve an organized workplace, in order to create a more 

efficient space. These steps include five senses, which are: 

1. Seiri: a separation of the necessary from the unnecessary tools. 

2. Seiton: sort out the necessary tools in a fixed location. 

3. Seiso: constant cleaning and tidying of the workspace. 

4. Seiketsu: the resources must be identified and put together accordingly of its use. 

5. Shitsuke: Guarantee that the procedures and rules are maintained. 
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This technique reduces waste, increases operations productivity and commits workers in 

continuous improvement. 

Value Stream Mapping – it is a very common tool applied on Lean Construction, which deals 

with one of the fundamental principles of Lean Thinking, known for the elimination of tasks that 

don’t add value to the process. The main goal of the process of mapping is to recognise all 

procedures and afterwards identify and eliminate waste along the chain. Mapping is known by 

improving the connections between the activities and by aiming to create value and making it flow 

from the suppliers to the final customers. 

Last Planner System – It is as well one of the most common applications in the Lean 

Construction system. It is directed at the production planning and control, focusing on the short-

term planning, where uncertainty is lesser. 

Ishikawa Diagram – Also called cause-and-effect diagram. It is considered a basic quality tool. 

The diagram is aimed to identify many possible causes for an effect or problem. It can be used to 

structure a brainstorming session. 

Total Productive Maintenance – Creates a shared responsibility for equipment that encourages 

greater involvement by plant floor workers. In the right environment this can be very effective in 

improving productivity, such as increasing up time, reducing cycle times and eliminating defects. 

It is indeed a preventing maintenance in order to maximize the operational equipment time.  

Poka-Yoke – it’s a tool design in order of error detector and prevention into production processes, 

with the goal of achieving zero defects. It emerged to avoid difficult and expensive ways to find 

defects through inspection, and a way to correct defects at each stage of production. 

Visual Management – Its implementation usually involves the availability of information panels 

with schematics, graphs or figures that convey quickly and appealingly the essential information 

that is intended to pass. As an example, warnings must be located in such a way as to be visible 

by all who work in shipyard, whether dangerous places or reference points such as unloading 

locations. 

5. CASE OF STUDY 

The objective of conducting case studies in this work was to obtain a perception of the 

management techniques currently used in a concrete factory, in comparison to the ideals of the 

Lean Construction philosophy. To this effect, research was conducted in partnership with a 

company of the Portuguese construction sector. 

One of the major constraints of planning a site concrete factory is the discover of the ideal location 

to be built. A place where the company is able to collect the most clients and at the same time 

assure the increase of space for the site construction. 

Towards these factors, the company in study installed themselves in a central point of the island 

and, now, at the present time, the concrete factory represents roughly 10% of the site construction 

factory. Therefore, the layout (Figure 2) is mainly contained by: 
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- 5 Stocks intended to gravel and sands. 

- 2 Silos to stock cement. 

- 1 Mixer. 

- 2 Conveyor Belts. 

- 1 Automated program in order to monitor the concrete production. 

 
5.1. Value Stream Mapping of the concrete factory 

In terms of planning and scheduling, the factory doesn’t have a regulation. They don´t rule 

accordingly by month or not even by a weekly plan, because the factor ‘whether’ and well 

unforeseen events in site construction are very common on the daily basis of this sector. With 

that on mind the factory governs itself by maintains an established worker and driver. 

The works sequence starts with the order intakes received by the site construction coordinator 

and then communicated to the operator, which immediately starts the process of concrete 

production, which can be seen in Figure 3. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Legend: 
1. Workplace of the operator; 
2. Stocks; 
3. Mixer 
4. Silos; 
5. Laboratory; 

6. Tank of residual waters; 
7. Tank of water intended to 
production; 
8. water hole. 
 

1 

3 

6 7 

8 

5 

4 

2 

Figure 2 - Layout of the concrete factory. 
 

Passing the information 

to the driver 

  

 

Vehicle call 1ª Brief wash 

  

 

Loading 

place 

  

2ª wash/ execution of 

field trials 

  

Exit 

  

Figure 3 - Value stream mapping of a concrete factory. 
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The mapping was made by following up the activities on different days in order to obtain, as well 

as to verify the maximum irregularities. 

In this regard, we reached the following wastes: 

• The percentage of activities that add no value to the process (however important to the 

cycle) vary between 0 and 15 percent. 

• The stops on the conveyor belts are less regular but takes the longest to repair. 

• The stops due to error on silos is very usual, yet doesn’t take as much long to fix as the 

stops on the conveyors. 

• The tanks designed to receive the residuals waters doesn’t attend a maintenance plan 

and neither is plotted to adapt a reuse system. 

By analyzing the results, it was possible to confirm that most of the anomalies are on account of 

an overpass lifetime of the equipment, most of in result of non-planned maintenance. 

5.2. Tools Proposed  

In this subchapter, the Lean program implementation model and the phases for its implementation 

in concrete plants are presented. In this template, the list of tools to be applied by activity is 

suggested. The goals set for this implementation foresees the use of tools and technical 

standards in order to increase the efficiency, reduce the stops on the production and as well 

implement the knowledge of a continuous look for better ways. 

Regarding Visual Management, it is a tool that can be applied, in a generic way, to visually control 

any process, activity or operation, whether wider or more restricted. That is way, it is recommend 

on the overall of the concrete production. The Table 1 presents the tools used on the other wastes. 

Table 1- Tools proposed. 

Non-value activities Tools 

Stops due to 
equipment 

(conveyers belt) 
mal-function 

5S 

Last Planner System 

Total Productive 
Maintenance 

Poka-Yoke 

Layout 
Value Stream Mapping 

5S 

Silos stock 
management 

Last Planner System 

Total Productive 
Maintenance 

5S 

Ishakawa Diagram 

Residual waters 
management 

Last Planner System 

5S 

 

Value Stream Mapping was the first tool to be used. It consisted on identifying all the stages of 

the concrete production, which conceived a flowchart presented on Figure 3. Further on, it was 

also identified the wastes of the cycle, such as time lost and activities being poorly managed. 
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The Ishakawa Diagram was put one use to identify the possible causes for the problems occurring 

on one of the silos. It was concluded that the equipment has overpass his lifetime. With that on 

mind and with the fact that the equipment is kind of exposed to all weather condition, the 

equipment have been allowing the trespass of water, inflicting a wrong fluid flow. As of 

consequence, it could be generating an unfeasible use of cement, which implies an extra cost of 

the consume. 

Total Productive maintenance is mostly recommended in the perspectives of the equipment’s 

use, in order to transform the recurrent corrective maintenance of the machines into preventive 

maintenance. With that on mind, it is recommended on the silos and the conveyors belts. 

The Last Planner System, in this study, is recommended essential on production control, such as 

on the control of equipment’s or the management of the tanks. 

Poka-Yoke was introduced to be used on the conveyor belts, which have been mal-function. The 

existence of lost gravels on the equipment due to the production of concrete, remains a problem 

to the extend that when the maximum resistance of the conveyor is reached, it falls apart causing 

extended stops. On the other hand, this situation can also be verified due to the poor sealing of 

rubber. Interruptions occurs when there is an accumulation of lost gravels in the pulley zone, 

preventing the fluidity of the conveyor. At last, the 5S tool is recommended to implement on the 

overall factory, applying mainly the Seito and Shitsuke senses.  

5.3. Limitations 

Some of the obstacles limited encounters was mainly the lack of time available to study integrally 

the mechanic of the functionality equipment’s. However, it was possible to data collect the 

essential in order to have a base of study and give orientation on what tools to use, that could 

bring improvements. 

At the moment, the lean philosophy it’s not on the current use of any of the company sector. In 

this regard, the workers are not orientated to rule accordingly to practice lean and its principles. 

However, it was possible to see the use of punctual lean tools being used, as for example the use 

of a control boarder to keep on track the orders. That being said, it was noticeable that it fell into 

disuse, due to the accumulation of function or simply by forgetting.  

At last, it should be said that the biggest obstacle to the Lean philosophy in this activity is the fact 

of the lost times in construction, due to unforeseen circumstances, being much higher than the 

los times, due to anomalies or activities with no value in the factory. The correlation found 

corresponds to approximately 34% to 66% of times lost in the factory in relation to construction 

site. Due to this fact, the feasibility to rechange and applying measures that come with high initial 

costs is harmed. As well as, at the time, it wasn’t verified significant costs due to inefficient 

deliveries or on an overall view. However, due to this knowledge the non-value activities will 
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maintain, unless it’s given the proper importance to a regular management, regular and 

continuous maintenance and for last an initial training to all the workers. 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

Lean philosophy was studied to verify a possible way to increase performance in concrete 

production, focusing on reducing waste to improve quality and efficiency and time spent. The 

ultimate objective corresponds to the decrease in production cost. The study model is composed 

by three distinct phases: Preparation, recognition analysis of the non-value activities and what 

type of tools are appropriate to the situation. These tools presented try to give an answer to the 

identified problems or to solve the difficulties inherent to a production process of concrete and 

has the potential to be applied to any construction company. 

In this follow-up, three types of Lean waste were found, namely: 

1. Over-processing resulting from worthless activities.  

2. Misfit movement, resulting from inadequate planning and organization of space.  

3. High waiting times, coming from stops in concrete production. 

Regarding over-processing and inappropriate movement, these wastes are attributed to the 

organization of space. In this sense, the conclusions were clear, in so far as they found that a 

rearrangement of the equipment contributes, as a general rule, to an improvement in productivity 

in the most varied aspects, such as: reduction of transport time; minimization of valueless steps; 

reach of a clean working environment; and indirect contribution to increasing employee efficiency. 

It was concluded that the planning of site construction in its initial phase of implementation is of 

paramount importance for reducing waste. 

The third waste identify - waiting times is associated with advanced deterioration of equipment, 

responsible for inadequate operation that causes forcible stops of concrete production. Silo 

requires replacement, since the sealing is weakened. The 1st conveyor belt, presenting loss of 

raw material when unloading it to the carpet, requires a replacement of the trims or, then, the 

reduction in the opening of the stock’s floodgates. By last, the union of the two carpets lacks the 

use of a tougher material on site in order to prevent break-up situations. 

On the other hand, it was found that the plant does not rule according to the principles of proactive 

maintenance. It is believed that the lack of maintenance seen on equipment, as well as the lack 

of indication to workers for the implementation of regular maintenance correspond to the causes 

of deterioration evidenced on site. With that on mind, it should be considered the benefits of a 

regular maintenance. 

Finally, it was possible to validate the fundamental principle of lean, that is, in order to ensure the 

correct implementation and sustainability of this philosophy, its constant monitoring is essential, 

and, above all, the involvement of an organization. Any contrary action will cause the system not 
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to prevail, falling into disuse. It should also be noted that lean philosophy is not something that is 

structured in a short time, and it is necessary to be systematically implemented in all productive 

areas. 
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